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ABSTRACT 
Goal of this proposal is to be test and analyze the power and area efficient router design for network on chip. Grooming system on 

chip needed perfection on power and area efficient NoC.because of, while considering entire area and power of SoC, The NoC 

occupied more than 21%.Router micro architecture determines the cost of each hop. Directly impacts latency, throughput and 

power consumption. The building blocks of the router are buffering registers, synchronizer, First In First Out registers with parity 

checker and Schedulers (FSM). The scheduler uses the round robin algorithm. The testing of proposed architecture of five port 

router is simulated in Xilinx ISE 12.3software. The source code is written in Verilog. The proposed approach shows considerable 

advantages in many aspects. Experiments result show that this approach gains not only significant reduction in power and fast 

fetching but also improvement in reliability. 
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INTRODUCTIONS 
 

Continuing advances in semiconductor technology, coupled with an increasing concern for energy 
efficiency, have led to an industry-wide shift in focus towards modular designs that leverage parallelism in order 
to meet performance goals. Networks-on Chip (NoCs) are widely regarded as a promising approach for 
addressing the communication challenges associated with future Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs) in the face of 
further increases in integration density. In the present thesis, we investigate implementation aspects and design 
trade-offs in the context of routers for NoC applications. In particular, our focus is on developing efficient 
control logic for high-performance router implementations. Using parameterized RTL implementations [1],[2] 
we first evaluate representative Virtual Channel (VC) and switch allocator architectures in terms of matching 
quality, delay, area and power. We also investigate the sensitivity of these properties to key network parameters, 
as well as the impact of allocation on overall network performance. Based on the results of this study, we 
propose micro architectural modifications that improve delay, area and energy efficiency. 

Two improved schemes for speculative switch allocation improve delay and cost while maintaining the 
critical latency improvements at low to medium load; this is achieved by incurring a minimal loss in throughput 
near the saturation point. We also investigate a practical implementation of combined VC and switch allocation 
and its impact on network cost and performance. 

A system on chip is an integrated circuit that integrates all components of a computer or other electronics 
system into a single chip NoC is an approach to design the communication subsystem between intellectual 
property cores in a system on chip.  The NoC design paradigm has been proposed as the future of ASIC designs 
which is suitable for on chip interconnection networks.  Finally, as technology scales and switching speed 
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increases, future network on chips will become more sensitive and prone to errors and faults. Fault tolerance is 
becoming critical for on chip communications. 

To simultaneously optimize energy and reliability, a unified model is needed to measure energy and 
reliability quantitatively. Moreover, the unified model is required to be general for most topologies and routing 
algorithms. Since the performance evaluation is essential in the process of application mapping, a performance 
constraint model is required to estimate the throughput and latency of the system. When designing the mapping 
approach, the first question is how to accurately find the best mapping pattern based on these two models. 
Subsequently, how to efficiently choose the best pattern among a large number of candidate mapping patterns is 
also important to be considered [3]. 
 
II Functional Formulation: 

Today’s SoCs need a network on chip IP interconnect fabric to reduce wire routing congestion, to ease 
timing closure, for higher operating frequencies and to change IP easily.In SoCs the communication systems 
used are conventional bus systems and point-to-point links.Since these two alternatives are not suitable for 
highly complex systems. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Basic structure System on Chip 
 
In the SoC, Network on chip and wired connections utilize the 45% of overall power supply [5].For the 

5port Router design we had chosen the FIFO ,REG module,FSM based arbiter and synchronzer. 
 
a)Fifo: 

The  9 bits width and 16 bytes depth First in first out is used in this router design. The FIFO read logic is a 
combinational logic module intended to avoid multiple driver error. The FSM computes the route for the 
incoming header flit and sends the corresponding output port ID to the port controller by the signal FIFO 
allocations ID.  

In parallel, the central controller raises the signal New FIFO Allocation N to inform the port controller that 
a new buffer has been allocated to it for transmission.. After that, central controller is waiting for next BOP 
signal from that buffer for next output port assignment to incoming packets. Port Status N is raised, when 
corresponding port cannot make more assignments.The active low Resetn is initializing the FIFO.lfd_state 
intimate the header flit reactivations. The empty. Full signal is indicate the FIFO is full or empty,i.e the read and 
write conditions. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: FIFO Architecture 
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B) Register: 
This module implements 4 internal registers in order to hold header byte, FIFO full state byte, internal 

parity and packet parity byte. The below diagram shows the Register module of the 5port router design, which is 
having pkd_valid,fifo_full,detect_add,laf_state,ld_state,and 16bit detain as an input. 

The output module of the register is parity done for error corrections and low_pkt valid for size of the data.  
Furthermore the err is signal is going high if any mismatched data is received by the client or data lose. The 

all output module of the Register is act as the input of FSM. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Register Module 

 
if(!resetn) 
data_out<=0; 
else if(lfd_state) 
data_out<=header; 
else if(ld_state && (~fifo_full)) 
data_out<=data_in; 
else if(laf_state) 
data_out<=fifoF_state; 
int_parity<=data_in; ((pkt_valid && ld_state && (~full_state))||(pkt_valid && laf_state && (~full_state))) 

int_parity<=int_parity^data_in; 
The few step of algorithm intimate the how the header byte assigned to the dataout of the client and intiate 

the error detections functions for each and every client for the efficency acknoledgement and data securacy. 
 

C)Synchronizer: 
This module provides synchronization between router FSM and router FIFO modules. It provides faithful 

communication between the single input port and three output ports. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Synchronizer of the five port network on chip 
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� detect_add and data_in signals are used to select a FIFO till a packet routing is over for the seleced 
FIFO. 

� Signal fifo_full signal is asserted based on full status of FIFO_0 or FIFO_1 or FIFO_2 . 
� If data_in = 2’b00 then fifo_full = full_0 
� If data_in = 2’b01 then fifo_full = full_1 
� If data_in = 2’b10 then fifo_full = full_2  
� If data_in = 2’b11 then fifo_full = full_3 
� else fifo_full = 0 and do the same for 5 fifo. 
 
The proposed scheme is readily implemented in hardware by performing an OR reduction across the 

diagonals of the request matrix, feeding the resulting vector into a FSM and connecting the latter’s state variable 
to the wave front array’s priority select inputs pk. As the starting diagonal for the next cycle depends only on the 
request matrix and the starting diagonal for the current cycle, the update can be performed in parallel with the 
actual allocation and consequently does not extend the allocator’s critical path. 
 
D) Finite State Machine(Arbiter And Controller): 

The FSM module is the controller circuit for the ROUTER.this module generates the all the controll signals 
when a new packet is received by the router. These controll signals are used by other design components in 
order to transfer the packet to the output port 

These are the parameters are used for arbiter Conditions of the Router. the input signals of the FSM are 
come from FIFO,Register and Synchronizer.The outpu of the FSM is goes to the Server to client ,or client to 
server. 

  

 
 
Fig. 5: FSM design of the 5Port ROUTER 

 
The algorithm lets every active data flow that has data packets in the queue to take turns in transferring 

packets on a shared channel in a periodically repeated order.  
parameter DECODE_ADDRESS=3'b000, 
LOAD_FIRST_DATA=3'b001, 
LOAD_DATA=3'b010, 
LOAD_PARITY=3'b011, 
CHECK_PARITY_ERROR=3'b100, 
FIFO_FULL_STATE=3'b101, 
LOAD_AFTER_FULL=3'b110, 
WAIT_TILL_EMPTY=3'b111; 
The busy signal of the FSM is goes high by the below status will come 
busy=((pstate==LOAD_FIRST_DATA)||(pstate==LOAD_PARITY)||(pstate==FIFO_FULL_STATE)||(psta

te==LOAD_AFTER_FULL)||(pstate==WAIT_TILL_EMPTY)||(pstate==CHECK_PARITY_ERROR)); 
Conceptually, a maximum matching for a given set of requests and resources is readily found by 

performing successive iterations of an augmenting path algorithm. However, while hardware implementations 
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have been proposed that can perform one such augmentation step in each cycle [6][7], the associated complexity 
as well as the inherently iterative nature of generating a complete matching in this fashion limit their 
applicability to NoC routers.   

.  
Fig. 6: final structure of the 5 port Router 
 
III  Synthesis And Simulations Results: 

The simulation and synthesis work is finally done by the xilinix and modelsim.initially the desing is 
analysised by using SysGen.The Latches reductions is cheked by the System verilog language.The RTL is 
shows the perfect matching of the design which is we seen by the functional verifications team in nanotronics. 

 

 
Fig. 7: synthesis results of FIFO design. 

 
The figures intimate the FIFO for proposed 5port ROUTER.for the design we got 9.170ns (Maximum 

Frequency: 109.051MHz) from xilinix14.7v. 
 

 
Fig. 8: FSM for 5 Port Router Design 
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The FSM is synthesized and checked with functional verifications for this desgin we got, 
Total 4.970ns (2.910ns logic, 2.060ns route) 
(58.6% logic, 41.4% route). 
 

 
Fig. 9: Synthesis result of 5 port network 

 
The synthseis result of register is also checked and verified.for this design we got  
Total 4.450ns (3.863ns logic, 0.587ns route) 
(86.8% logic, 13.2% route). 

 
Fig. 10: Synchronizations of 5 port Router 

 
We got the delay for the synchronizer is  
Total 4.925ns (3.231ns logic, 1.694ns route) 
(65.6% logic, 34.4% route) 
 
The result of the 5port router is checked and analysed with these conditions.With n = 5 ports, the additional 

overhead for transforming inputs and outputs increases the delay for the rotation-based allocator by 11 % 
compared to these two implementations; however, its more benign scaling behavior allows it to operate at lower 
cycle times for configurations with eight or more ports. 

This router is an OSI layer 5 routing device. It drives an incoming packet to an output channel based on the 
address field contained in the packet header. 
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Fig. 11: Synthesis model of 5 port ROUTER. 

 
Packet routing: 

the packet is driven from the input port and is routed to any one output port, based on the address of the 
destination network.  

 

 
 
Fig. 12: simulations results of 5port router. 

 
From the simulations part we had analyzed the all controll signal.and also we had checked the possibility of 

error conditions and over runn error,parity checksum every thing we had checked.furthermore we had modified 
the different size of packet data ,and transmitt those data from different client to server. 
 
Conclusion: 

From the analysis of Network on Chip the router design is more complex to do achieve an high efficiency 
and low area and low power design.Finally we had sucessfully designed the 5port Router with low power and 
low dealy .The proposed design of the 5Port router ,i.e the different client can communicate the server at any 
time.The time flexibility is done by the FSM controll design.the experiment result also checked and verified 
which is give good performance than previous TDM and Round Robin arbiter controll design.Furthermore The 
Soft encoding Technique also added and verifed the 5port router design connections and communications 
between the individual block of the ROUTER. 
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